
White Noise

Choreographed by Juliana Willey in collaboration with the dancers

Performed by Dana Alsamsam, Allison Rebecca Penn, Olivia Moriarty, and Maria Napoli

Music: Forever, Labrinth

what is the greatest lesson a woman should learn

that since day one

she's already had everything she needs within herself

it's the world that convinced her she did not

― Rupi Kaur, The Sun and Her Flowers



Duality

Choreographed by Madison Florence

Performed by Dana Alsamsam, Madison Florence, Katie Logan and Allison Rebecca

Penn

Music: Song for the Outsider - Instrumental, Stateless

The process of this piece was partially inspired by the below pieces of art by Ludmila

Leiva (left) and Edgar Degas (right). The dancers examined these, and other, images

that portray the feminine form in art.

Polyphony

Choreographed by Nora Le Guen in collaboration with the dancers

Performed by Dana Alsamsam, Madison Florence, Olivia Moriarty, Maria Napoli, and

Allison Rebecca Penn

Music: Northern Lights/Pulchra Es Amica Mea, remixed by Nate Tucker

Polyphony was developed as a part of the Empower One Another Festival, which is

now available to view virtually for a limited time. Donation-based access to the virtual

performance available HERE.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/empower-one-another-tickets-162502714995


Lonely, too

Choreographed by Maria Napoli

Performed by Madison Florence, Katie Logan, Olivia Moriarty, Allison Rebecca Penn,

and Juliana Willey

Music: Home With You, FKA Twigs

Autonomy

Choreographed by Dana Alsamsam in collaboration with the dancers

Performed by the full company

Music: On the Nature of Daylight, Max Richter with voiceovers by the dancers

Voiceover Transcript:

(Olivia) I struggle with taking up space. I often default to shrinking or staying

silent, but I don’t want to be small.

(Allison) Timidness is not a prerequisite for the female experience, and

sometimes I choose to be loud, to own my space, but it can be dangerous.

(Madison) There is an expectation that women shouldn’t sit in chairs with their

knees apart, and shouldn’t play in mud, and get grass stains, and roll around, and be

silly and childlike, and I think it’s a specific aspect of femininity to be able to explore,

and try new things, and sit how you want, and to engage with the world with wonder

and with a childlike energy where gender doesn’t really define what your actions are.

(Allison) I feel pretty good every day about being a woman. I’m confident. I like

the clothes that I wear. I like putting on makeup. And then, I read the news. I talk to

my friends. And it makes me afraid.

(Katie) For me, not taking up space looked like always accommodating others,

apologizing unnecessarily and meeting others’ needs before my own. But I’m not going

to get smaller and smaller and smaller and disappear into nothingness.

(Dana) I don’t identify with the quality of women being gentle and meek. I’m

strong and direct and can sometimes be perceived as intimidating or aggressive. I

know that if I was a man, that wouldn’t be an issue that was even on people’s minds. I

know that people perceive me as a good leader and respect me but also probably

believe that I could be more gentle at times.

(Juliana) I have always relied on men for validation from a young age and I

still struggle to find my inner strength.

(Maria) Being straight is always the default, it’s always the norm. I feel erased.

I feel like I’m fetishized. I feel like being in predominantly straight spaces, it’s always

the assumption that I’m not queer. And being a woman has enough complications but

being queer on top of that adds a whole layer of constantly having to prove myself and

prove my sexuality.



(Olivia) I’m still smart and independent and progressive even though I really

want to get married and start a family. I’ve always wanted to be a mom for as long as

I can remember, but that doesn’t make me any less of all of the other brilliant things I

am.

(Dana) So, later in my life I started to feel like a failure for not wanting to be a

mother or not thinking I would be a good mother, and especially because I was and

still am afraid of being a mother and everything that comes with that. But now, I’m at

a point in my life where I understand that a woman is still worthy whether or not she

has children, and that my fears are totally valid and I now feel empowered to make

that decision for me and make that decision when I’m ready.

(Allison) When you’re born a girl into the world, you’re brought up to be quiet,

in control of your emotions, sad, disappointed, passionate, but you’re taught not to be

angry, and if you are angry, you’re punished. Your anger can put you in danger. We

put on a smile, we swallow it, we don’t show it because if we do we’re difficult. But our

femininity should be difficult for others to handle. We feel anger as people and it's

our right to express it.

(Katie) ...because of that, I struggled with my independence and also asking for

and accepting support

(Madison) The limits on what and who a woman is have been extended far

beyond what they used to be. I think there are more possibilities for women now than

ever before.

(Allison) ...but our femininity should be difficult for others to handle

(Dana) This is how you will become someone so beautiful you’ll forget why you

ever doubted it in the first place.

(Juliana) I still have trouble exploring what my own womanhood means for

myself.

(Maria) I feel erased. I feel like I’m fetishized.

(Madison) Gender doesn’t really define what your actions are.

(Dana) So it takes a lot of unlearning and kind of mining through what you

actually want to be, who you actually are, as opposed to what society has told

you you’re supposed to be.

(Olivia) but I don’t want to be small

(Allison) If there is one thing I could want right now as a woman, it’s autonomy.



Full Cast of N2:

Dana Alsamsam, Madison Florence, Katie Logan, Olivia Moriarty,  Maria Napoli, Allison

Rebecca Penn, and Juliana Willey

Thank you to the following individuals and organizations,

without whom, N2 would not have been possible:

The Opportunity Fund Grant from the Mayor’s Office of Arts and Culture and the City of

Boston; Founding Directors, Gracie Baruzzi and Natalie Schiera; Friends of Herter Park

and the Herter Park Amphitheatre Staff and Team; Mass Motion Dance; Kristine

Fleming

Company Biographies:

Dana Alsamsam, Artistic Director:

Dana is a dancer, choreographer,

director, poet, editor and arts fundraiser

from Chicago who is currently based in

Boston. Today, she is the Artistic Director

of Nozama Dance Collective, bringing to

life the company’s vision of collaborative

movement that represents intersectional

women’s experiences. When not directing

Nozama, Dana is the Annual Giving

Coordinator at MassArt, the owner of a

freelance book editing business, and a published, award-winning poet. She often brings

her love of language into her work with movement. Dana is also a company member

with local modern dance company, Sasso & Company. In the past, she has performed as

a company member or collaborator with Ascendence Dance Chicago, wiss co, Lin Kahn's

Music Dance Collective, DePaul Dance Company, and Moonwater Dance Project.

Passionate about improvisation and process-based creation, Dana has set choreography

on Nozama Dance Collective, DePaul Dance Company, Vernon Hills High School,

Moonwater Dance Project, Onstage Choreography Residency participants, and Boston

Dance Theater Immersion Project participants.



Juliana Willey, Rehearsal Director:

Jules has been dancing since the age of 2.

She trained at Eleanor's School of Dance

in Albany, NY and was a member of the

competitive team from the age of 8 to 18.

Jules began teaching and choreographing

at the age of 15 which ignited her passion

for the arts and the desire to pursue dance

as a career. She attended the University at

Buffalo and received a BFA in Dance and

a BA in Psychology. UB credits include:

American College Dance Association, Zodiaque Dance Ensemble, “Legally Blonde: The

Musical,” Emerging Choreographers Showcase, Digital Poetry and Dancer’s Workshop.

Jules has trained under various companies including Urbanity Dance and Martha

Graham Dance Company. Upon graduation in 2016, Juliana moved to Boston to further

her dance career, immediately joining Nozama in the spring of 2017 as a company

member, as well as Urbanity Underground and Tribe. In January of 2021, she stepped

into the rehearsal director position for Nozama and is loving every moment! In addition

to performing with Nozama, teaching dance has become a huge part of her life. Jules is

currently the tap, jazz and contemporary curriculum director as well as the

contemporary company director at In Sync Center of the Arts in Quincy, MA. She

recently completed her master’s degree in Mental Health Counseling with a

specialization in Dance and Movement Therapy at Lesley University.

Madison Florence, Marketing

Director: Madison is a Boston based

dancer, choreographer, and teacher. She

started dancing in her hometown in

Connecticut at the age of two. In high

school, she trained heavily in many styles

and was invited to dance in the

dancEnlight Pre-professional Company.

Madison attended college at Simmons

University studying Public

Relations/Marketing Communications

and Graphic Design. Outside of her studies, she spent her time dancing and

choreographing for Simmons University Dance Company (SUDC) holding multiple roles

on the executive board. She recently concluded her position as the first

Alumna-in-Residence with SUDC. She also has held a residency with Onstage Dance



Company, self-produced a fully funded dance project titled hello how are we, and

choreographed and danced for Onstage 360, Empower One Another, and NACHMO

2021. Madison currently dances with Nozama Dance Collective and works as the

Marketing and Communications, Senior Manager for the New Art Center. She also holds

the position of Marketing Manager for Nozama.

Allison Rebecca Penn, Company

Member: Allison, or ARP as she’s

usually called, began dancing at age 5 at a

small studio in Rhode Island. From

childhood to present, she has trained in

ballet, jazz, modern, contemporary,

improv, and acrobatics. Originally from

Providence, Allison moved to Boston in

2012 to pursue a Bachelor of Science in

advertising at Boston University. There,

she continued training and performing

with Dance Theater Group. Shortly after graduating in 2016, Allison joined Nozama

Dance Collective as a company member. She now works as a copywriter and also serves

as the company manager, a workshop facilitator, and a movement artist

with ParadiseMoves, another Boston-based movement company.

Katie Logan, Company Member:

Katie grew up in Annapolis, Maryland

where she studied many styles of dance,

then went on to graduate from Boston

University with a B.A. in Psychology and

a minor in Dance Performance. During

her time at BU, Katie was a member of

Boston University’s Dance Theatre

Group under the direction of Micki

Taylor-Pinney. Since then, she has

danced with several companies in the

Greater Boston area, including Nozama Dance Collective, Onstage Repertory, and Kelley

Donovan and Dancers. She toured “Enough” with Paradise Moves and danced in

“Alcina” with Opera Del West. In 2020, Katie had the opportunity to dance in several

filmed works, including “Space,” produced by Madison Florence, and Parts 1 and 2 of

“The Allyship Project,” produced by Azeb Freitas and Nozama Dance Collective. Katie

has extensive experience with choreography and teaching movement improvisation

https://www.paradisemoves.com/


workshops and has set pieces on Nozama Dance Collective, Dance Theatre Group, and

the Onstage Residency Showcase for both live and filmed performances. In addition to

her performance work, Katie practices pilates, Franklin Method, and is pursuing her

certification as a Responsive Body Practitioner under Holly Johnston.

Maria Napoli, Company Member

and Choreographer: Maria has been

dancing since the age of 2. She trained at

American Studio of Performing Arts on

Long Island, New York from the age of 9,

going to a variety of studios before

finding her perfect studio match. She

competed from ages 10-18, and started

choreographing for herself at the age of

16. She was a choreographer for musicals

in high school, including The Wizard of

Oz which was her favorite! She also

choreographed and was a captain on her high school’s dance team, being a member of

the team all throughout high school. Dancing, competing, and being a part of dance

teams growing up really lit a match under her to want to use dance as a healing

mechanism in her life and career. She studied Expressive Arts Therapy at Lesley

University, doing a dual degree program and also completing her Master’s degree in

Dance/Movement Therapy during her last two years of undergrad. In her time in

undergrad, she was on the Lesley Dance Team, choreographing almost every semester of

college and being a member of the executive board for the last 2.5 years. She joined

Nozama the September after she graduated from undergrad and finished up her time on

Dance Team, as she couldn’t take not being a part of a dance community any longer. She

is a first time choreographer for Nozama this season, and is so excited to show what

she’s been working on!

Olivia Moriarty, Company Member:

Olivia has been dancing since age 4,

training in ballet at Dancing Arts Center

and Mass Ballet, and modern under Perla

Joy Furr. She holds a B.A. in Theatre

Education and Acting from Emerson

College, where she was a choreographer,

dancer, and Executive Board member of

Emerson Dance Company (EDC) and



choreographer for Emerson Stage's X-Dance. In 2016-2017, she created, attended

movement SLAMs, and performed with local movement company ParadiseMoves. She is

a full-time middle school theatre teacher and director, and a freelance choreographer,

choreographing for numerous schools and community theaters in Massachusetts. She is

ecstatic to have just graduated with her M.A. in Theatre Directing from Roosevelt

University’s Chicago College of Performing Arts this past May. Olivia joined Nozama in

2018.

Nozama Dance Collective is a

contemporary dance company

and community of creators

focused on collaboration and

portraying intersectional

women's experiences through

movement and dance. In addition to producing their own evening length concert

performances, Nozama has a long history of participating in local community festivals

and events, as performers and teaching artists, such as NACHMO, Dance for World

Community Festival, and others. In the spirit of the collective, Nozama allows each

company member the opportunity not just to dance, but also to create, choreograph,

administrate, teach, and develop their artistic voice and presence in many ways. This

interdisciplinary, intersectional group of creators aims to break boundaries both in the

dance studio and in society. With movement described as “raw,” “technical” and

“powerful,” Nozama utilizes gesture, athleticism, and partnering to move audiences.

Co-founded by Gracie Baruzzi and Natalie Schiera in 2013, today, the company is led by

ingenue Artistic Director Dana Alsamsam, who aims to emphasize the spirit of the

collective, and highlight the breadth and depth of the diverse voices of the company’s

various members.

Our small arts organization would not exist without your support as audience

members and donors. Your investment goes a long way with us--$20 sponsors an hour

of rehearsal, $60 covers our work for a week! Please consider sending in a special gift

to keep us dancing this season by clicking HERE.

https://fundly.com/year-round-fundraising-1

